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An efficient full-configuration-interaction nuclear orbital treatment has been recently developed as
a benchmark quantum-chemistry-like method to calculate ground and excited “solvent” energies and
wave functions in small doped �Eest clusters �N�4� �M. P. de Lara-Castells, G. Delgado-Barrio, P.
Villarreal, and A. O. Mitrushchenkov, J. Chem. Phys. 125, 221101 �2006��. Additional
methodological and computational details of the implementation, which uses an iterative Jacobi–
Davidson diagonalization algorithm to properly address the inherent “hard-core” He–He interaction
problem, are described here. The convergence of total energies, average pair He–He interaction
energies, and relevant one- and two-body properties upon increasing the angular part of the
one-particle basis set �expanded in spherical harmonics� has been analyzed, considering Cl2 as the
dopant and a semiempirical model �T-shaped� He–Cl2�B� potential. Converged results are used to
analyze global energetic and structural aspects as well as the configuration makeup of the wave
functions, associated with the ground and low-lying “solvent” excited states. Our study reveals that
besides the fermionic nature of 3He atoms, key roles in determining total binding energies and
wave-function structures are played by the strong repulsive core of the He–He potential as well as
its very weak attractive region, the most stable arrangement somehow departing from the one of N
He atoms equally spaced on equatorial “ring” around the dopant. The present results for N=4
fermions indicates the structural “pairing” of two 3He atoms at opposite sides on a broad “belt”
around the dopant, executing a sort of asymmetric umbrella motion. This pairing is a compromise
between maximizing the 3He– 3He and the He-dopant attractions, and suppressing at the same time
the “hard-core” repulsion. Although the He–He attractive interaction is rather weak, its contribution
to the total energy is found to scale as a power of three and it thus increasingly affects the pair
density distributions as the cluster grows in size. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3263016�

I. INTRODUCTION

Spectroscopic experiments at very low temperatures in-
volving molecules inside helium nanodroplets, since the pio-
neering studies in 1992,1 revealed a number of novel features
deriving from the quantum nature of this solvent.2 The para-
digmatic infrared spectra of the carbonyl sulfide molecule as
a dopant, which depend on the isotope considered, 3He or
4He, represent one of the experimentally most well-
documented evidences of the unique properties of He
nanodroplets.3,4 Further, numerous high-resolution spectro-
scopic studies of different molecules in small doped 4He
clusters have been performed in order to analyze how many
atoms are required for the onset of superfluid behavior in a
microscopic system, and to understand the microscopic
mechanisms that govern the transition from van der Waals
molecular complexes to quantum solvation.5–9 It has also
given rise to renewed impetus for theoretical studies in

which, due to the nonclassical nature of the particles in-
volved, the use of quantum treatments is crucial �see Ref. 10
for a recent review�. Zero temperature quantum, both varia-
tional and diffusion, Monte Carlo11–14 and finite temperature
path-integral Monte Carlo methods12,15–17 have been proved
to be efficient approaches in describing ground-state energies
and structural properties of dopant molecules in 4He clusters.
Recently, these methods have been extended to provide
imaginary-time correlation functions from which the lowest
dopant rotational excitation energies can be extracted.13,17–19

Theoretical simulations facilitated the interpretation of the
evolution of high-resolution spectra of 4HeN-molecule clus-
ters with N as an indicator of transition from a molecular
complex to a quantum solvated system already for N=4 �see,
e.g., Ref. 9�. These interpretations could be assisted by the
interplay between experimental and theoretical spectroscopic
investigations on small 3HeN-molecule clusters. However,
the status of the techniques to study 3He-molecule clusters is
far behind as compared to 4He. An upper bound to the
ground-state energy of fermionic 3He clusters is obtained by
the fixed-node diffusion Monte Carlo approximation,11,20
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which imposes the nodes of a known antisymmetric trial
function on the unknown exact wave function. Using the
released-node technique, an estimation of the bias introduced
by the fixed-node approximation can be obtained.21

As an alternative, wave-function-based quantum-
chemistry �QC�-like approaches, which consider the 3He at-
oms as “fermions” �i.e., pseudoelectrons� and the dopant
molecule as “pseudonuclei,” and replace electron-electron
and electron-nucleus Coulomb interactions by He–He and
He-dopant pair potentials, was proposed by Jungwirth and
Krylov22 in 2001, and applied to the study of the �3He�2–SF6

trimer. It is worth mentioning that the main approximation in
QC-like treatments �i.e., the decoupling of the dopant rota-
tion along with the adiabatic approach for the diatomic
stretch� has been recently assessed for heavy as well as light
dopant molecules.23–25 One appealing advantage of the QC-
like approaches is that they allow a balanced treatment of
doped 3He, 4He, and mixed 3He / 4He clusters. Moreover,
since the wave function is provided, they allow for spectral
simulations and, therefore, proper comparisons with the ex-
periment. Within this framework, Hartree–Fock/Hartree
�HF/H� methods have been implemented26–30 for simulating
Raman and infrared spectra of diatomic molecules in
fermionic/bosonic He environments.

The main difficulty in developing the QC treatments is
caused by the very repulsive He–He short distance interac-
tion �the commonly known “hard-core” interaction problem�.
Hence, truncated He–He potentials are employed, for ex-
ample, in density-functional-theory approaches �see, for ex-
ample, Ref. 10� and HF/H implementations.26–28 A truncated
He–He potential at high energy values was also employed in
a recent configuration-interaction treatment by Felker,31 and
applied to the calculation of J=0 states in �4He�N–Br2 �N
=1–5� clusters. As a benchmark method, we recently opti-
mized a nuclear orbital full-configuration-interaction �FCI�
treatment32 to hard-core interaction problems by replacing
the commonly used iterative Davidson algorithm of
diagonalization33 by a Jacobi–Davidson �JD� one.34 In fact,
our preliminary application of the method to
�3He�N-diatomic �N�4� clusters32,35 clearly showed the high
efficiency of the JD procedure as compared to the standard
Davidson algorithm. Also, in agreement with previous
Hartree–Fock results,23,26,27,30 we found a high degree of de-
generacy for the lowest-energy spin states. It is worth men-
tioning that along with the corresponding selection rules this
high degeneracy was found to be the principal cause26 of the
broad unstructured spectra exhibited by molecules inside fer-
mionic nanodroplets.3

The objectives of this paper are fourfold: �1� to provide
the details of our current implementation of the FCI nuclear
orbital treatment, �2� to analyze the convergence trends of
single- and two-particle properties upon expanding the angu-
lar part of the one-particle basis set, �3� to examine con-
verged results in terms of global energetic and structural as-
pects of small doped 3He clusters in either ground or low-
lying excited intermolecular states, and �4� to study the
configuration makeup of FCI wave functions, testing simple
models to get further insight and to provide hints in devising
an optimized approach to handle larger cluster sizes. For this

purpose we have chosen to study small �3He�N–Cl2�B� clus-
ters �N�4�. Sands et al.36 reported pioneering detailed rota-
tionally resolved spectra of �4He�N–Cl2 �N=1,2� for the B
←X transition and stimulated sophisticated theoretical
studies.37–39 Full dimensional variational calculations at zero
total angular momentum, J=0, on �4He�2–Cl2�B� complexes
were first realized by Villarreal et al.,37 whereas the study by
Hernández et al.38 was first to reveal the importance of con-
sidering the 4He permutation symmetry in order to properly
simulate the B←X spectra. Several Monte Carlo-based stud-
ies on �4He�N–Cl2�B� clusters with N�2 have been reported
as well.40–42 Thus, Bačić et al.43 calculated ground-state en-
ergies and structures for N=1–3, pointing out that these
clusters are extremely floppy and that, due to the anisotropy
of the He–Cl2�B� interaction, He atoms tend to be localized
on a ring perpendicular to the Cl2 internuclear axis. They
also reproduced to better than a 1% the ground state of these
clusters as the sum of independent N �lowest-state� 4He–Cl2
triatomics and N−1 4He2 oscillators. Further studies42 for
N=1–10 indicated that the He atoms arrange in equivalent
positions on the ring around the molecular dopant. More re-
cent calculations41 for 10�N�100 provided further support
for the central-ring structure and indicated the formation of
five rings for larger cluster sizes. No previous theoretical
studies, however, have been performed on �3He�N–Cl2 clus-
ters taking into account the fermionic nature of 3He atoms.

In the following section, the methodological FCI ap-
proach is outlined. Next, details of the calculations are pro-
vided in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, one- and two-particles properties
of �3He�N–Cl2�B� clusters in the ground and low-lying ex-
cited states are presented and discussed. The discussion is
first focused on a convergence analysis with the basis set size
and, second, on the behavior of converged energies and natu-
ral orbitals �NOs� as the cluster grows in size. Then, one- and
two-body spatial density distributions are analyzed and most
probable arrangements of the helium atoms around the dop-
ant are suggested. Further, global aspects of FCI wave-
functions structures are provided, and finally, we conclude
with a summary of the main results and plans for future
work. Some additional technical and methodological details
of the FCI implementation are described in Appendices.

II. OUTLINE OF THE METHODOLOGICAL
APPROACH

A. Quantum-chemistry-like treatment

The details of the present approach to describe a AB
diatomic molecule solvated by N 3He atoms have been pro-
vided previously.26,32 In what follows we will only outline
the most relevant aspects. As in electronic structure prob-
lems, choosing a body-fixed coordinate system with the Z
axis parallel to the internuclear diatomic axis, we first solve
the Schrödinger equation for the N 3He atoms,

�H�N� − E�,S
�N� �r����,S

�N� ��Rk�;r� = 0, �1�

at different fixed values of the diatomic bond length, r. H�N�

is the analog to the electronic Hamiltonian,
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H�N� = �
k=1

N

�Kk�Rk� + Vk
AB-He�Rk;r��

+ �
k�l

Vkl
He–He��Rk − Rl�� −

�2

mAB
�
k�l

�k · �l, �2�

where Rk are the vectors from the diatomic center of mass to
the different He atoms. H�N� thus comprises one-particle ki-
netic, Kk, and potential energy terms, Vk

AB-He, as well as two-
particle potential, Vkl

He–He, and kinetic energy coupling, �k ·�l,
terms. Note that potential three-body and higher order terms
are neglected. The validity of this approach has been con-
firmed by ab initio calculations �see, e.g., Ref. 44�. The
r-dependent eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are labeled ac-
cording to the projection of the total orbital angular mo-
menta, L=�Nlk, on the molecular axis, �, and the total spin
angular momentum, S. For a total angular momentum J= j
+L+S �j being the diatomic angular momentum� with pro-
jection onto the BF Z-axis �=�+	 �	 being the projection
of S on Z�, omitting Coriolis couplings, the effective Hamil-
tonian of the dopant molecule can be written as

HN
eff = −

�2

2m

�2

�r2 + U�r� + E
,S
�N��r� +

�2

2mr2G . �3�

Neglecting nonadiabatic corrections and averaging L over
the total helium wave function at r=re, G is approximated by

G 	 J�J + 1� + 
L2� − 2��2 + 	2 + �	� . �4�

In practice, either 
L2� values or P�L� distributions28 �replac-
ing 
L2� by �P�L�L�L+1� in Eq. �4��, are used to get G �see
Appendices A and B�. Since 
L2� is a two-particle property,
we need wave-function-based methods �or methodologies
which are able to provide the second-order reduced density
matrix�. Then the modified Schrödinger equation can be
solved to calculate the eigenvalues and spectrum of the dis-
torted dopant molecule as presented elsewhere.26

B. Full-configuration-interaction implementation

In order to solve Eq. �1�, we implemented an efficient
FCI code, which is a modified version of the DYNAMIC CI

program.45 This program uses a N-particle basis set of con-
figuration state functions �CSFs�, which are the spin-adapted
linear combinations of Slater determinants as described, e.g.,
in Ref. 46. The CSFs are constructed in the same way as in
MOLPRO program package;47 these are genealogical wave
functions, ordered according to inverse lexical order.48,49

Slater determinants, in turn, are built using one-particle
functions, formed as linear combinations of “atomic” orbit-
als. In practice, starting with the smallest basis set size, the
initial orbitals were derived from the diagonalization of the
Hamiltonian corresponding to an independent-particle ap-
proximation. Next, we used an increasing-orbital-space tech-
nique in which the configuration-interaction �CI� vectors ob-
tained for each cluster size, spacial symmetry, and spin value
from the previous calculation with a smaller basis are pro-
jected on the expanded one-particle representation space.
This, together with restarting iterative CI procedure from the
corresponding CI vectors, provided a faster convergence of

the whole process. The atomic orbitals used in this work are
the products of numerical radial functions and spherical har-
monic Y�m with all ���max and �m��min�� ,mmax�. The ra-
dial functions, Fn �n=1¯nmax�, were constructed by or-
thogonalization of the lowest-energy solutions from the
Schrödinger equation associated with the 3He-AB triatomic
at nmax fixed angular orientations of the He atoms with re-
spect to the diatomic, �n, as described in detail in Refs. 28
and 37. Explicit integral expressions in this one-particle basis
representation have been provided in Ref. 28.

The full-CI program is of an iterative direct-CI type, i.e.,
it does not use the matrix to diagonalize explicitly, but rather
its action on an arbitrary trial vector must be provided. In
electronic structure calculations the standard Davidson
method33 is the most commonly used iterative eigensolver,
its success being mostly due to the typical strong diagonal
dominance of quantum-chemistry Hamiltonians. However,
due to the hard-core He–He interaction at short distances,
very large off-diagonal Hamiltonian elements appear in our
case and the standard Davidson algorithm has very poor
convergence properties. In contrast, the JD method34 with
SYMMLQ linear solver50 have been found to converge much
better as compared to the standard Davidson method. This
behavior has been already analyzed in detail for clusters con-
taining Br2 and Cl2 as dopant species.32,35

Since the inclusion of kinetic energy couplings �last
term in Eq. �2�� into the two-particle integrals breaks
permutational-symmetry properties, these terms were not ac-
counted for during full-CI calculation but they were evalu-
ated afterwards as a perturbative correction,

�Eck = −
�2

mAB
�
ijkl

���ij · ���kl
ij;kl, �5�

with 
 being the standard two-particle reduced density ma-
trix. We verified that its contribution to the total energy, ow-
ing to the relatively Cl2 high mass, is very small �less than a
1%� and can be safely neglected. Therefore, the results pre-
sented in the following sections do not contain this correc-
tion.

III. POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES AND NUMERICAL
DETAILS

In the calculations presented here a grid of 5000 points
in the range �1.5–18.5� Å was employed to get the numerical
radial functions. He–Cl2 and He–He interaction potentials
were expanded in a basis of 60 and 300 Legendre polynomi-
als, respectively. We used a basis set comprising spherical
harmonics Y�m with 6� lmax�9 and 3� �mmax�� lmax, and
nmax=4 numerical radial functions �i.e., from 148 to 400
orbitals�. The set of �n values, �n=� /2− �n−1�� /24
�n=1, . . . ,nmax�, was chosen to describe properly the neigh-
borhood of the T-shaped equilibrium angular region. This
representation basis is further transformed to real spherical
harmonics, and the orbitals are classified with respect to the
irreducible representations of the D2h point group �the high-
est symmetry group that can be used in our CI program�.
With this basis we were able to reliably perform full-CI cal-
culations with up to four fermions, looking for the lowest
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eigenvalue associated with each possible total spin value and
spatial D2h symmetry. The largest size of the FCI calcula-
tions presented here is for the triplet states of �3He�4–Cl2
clusters, about 170106 of CSFs. The convergence thresh-
olds for the total energy, E�i�−E�i−1� �i standing for the ith
outer JD iteration32�, was set to 10−9 cm−1. With this thresh-

old, the norms of the residual vectors �defined as ��E− Ĥ�C�,
C being the approximation to the eigenvector� were less than
310−3 cm−1 in all cases.

As in previous works,26–28 the He–Cl2�B� PES was
modeled as a pairwise addition of Morse-type He–Cl pair
interactions43 whereas the He–He interaction was described
by the semiempirical Aziz and Slaman’s potential,51 the
Cl–Cl bond length being fixed to its equilibrium value
�2.41 Å�. Presently, there are He–Cl2�B� potential energy
surfaces �PESs� based on either high-level ab initio calcula-
tions or accurate fits available �see, e.g., Ref. 52�. These
PESs show very good agreement in the energy
��30 cm−1� and position of the minimum �at a perpendicu-
lar configuration� and differ a little in the linear configura-
tion, which is found to be deeper ��5 cm−1� in highly accu-
rate ab initio calculations.53 The used B PES is rather
anisotropic with a T-well minimum of about −28 cm−1 �Re

=3.38 Å�, which gradually decreases up to �−14.6 cm−1

�Re=4.81 Å� at linear conformations. The energy and posi-
tion of the potential minimum at these two configurations
agree to within 5% with those corresponding to the recent B
PES proposed from multiproperty fits by García-Vela.52

Therefore, the model T-shaped PES is considered good
enough as an example of a highly anisotropic He-dopant
interaction. A careful comparison with possible spectroscopic
experiment measurements on �3He�N–Cl2 complexes, how-
ever, would require the use of a more accurate potential.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Basis set convergence of one- and two-particle
properties

1. Basis set convergence: Lowest-energy “cluster”
states

a. Convergence of energies In order to analyze the con-
vergence of the FCI results with the basis set size, we first
compare in Fig. 1�a� ground state energies of �3He�N–Cl2�B�
clusters using different �max and mmax values. We stress here
that FCI results are already well converged with respect to
the total number of radial basis functions, nmax. For example,
the increase in nmax from 4 up to 5 �using basis sets with
�max�=mmax� values ranging from 6 to 9�, results in the low-
ering of ground-state energies for N=2 by an almost constant
value of −0.02 cm−1. Conversely, one clearly notices a
strong dependence of the FCI energies on the mmax values in
Fig. 1�a�. In fact, as already mentioned in Ref. 35, it is ap-
parent from the results for �max=6 and N=4 that quite large
mmax values ��4� are necessary to make the cluster bound.
This is in contrast with previous studies using a Hartree–
Fock approach combined with a truncated He–He potential
in which the total energies were already converged for
mmax=3 �see, e.g., Ref. 26�. In fact, the strong dependence of
FCI results on mmax values is a direct consequence of the

hard-core repulsion experienced by He atoms in close spacial
regions, this being softened within a Hartree–Fock-type
implementation.23,26,27 Overall, the larger the �max and mmax

values, the clearer the linear behavior of the energies with N.
In view of these results, we can further analyze our previous
FCI study of small �3He�N–Br2 clusters,32 where a value
mmax=3 was used. In particular, we notice a deviation from
the rather linear behavior of ground-state energies with N for
N=4, similar to mmax=4 in �3He�N–Cl2 clusters �see Fig.
1�a��. From the results presented here it is clear that this
behavior is a consequence of the incompleteness of the basis
set to span the azimuthal region and not of the formation of
a subshell for N=3. Apparently in the chlorine case a higher
mmax value is necessary to make the cluster bound for N=4.
However, we mention that the calculations with Br2 as a
dopant were performed with �max=8, while the results in Fig.
1 correspond to �max=6. Note also that basis sets with �max

=6 and mmax��max incorrectly identify the symmetry and
the spin of the ground state for N=4, which is 3	g

−. For
example, for mmax=3, the lowest-energy state is assigned to a
5	u

+ one, while for mmax=4 or 5, the 1	g
+ state has the lowest

energy. A better test of basis set convergence properties can
be performed by comparing two-particle properties. For this
purpose, we first plot the average He–He energy values,

VHe–He�, per He–He pair in Fig. 1�b�. Similar to total ener-
gies, we can notice that the larger �max and mmax values, the
clearer the linear behavior of 
VHe–He� with N. Also, a depar-
ture from this behavior can be found for N=3 when using
small �max and mmax values. For �max=mmax=8, 
VHe–He� val-
ues have already converged to within 0.05 cm−1.
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FIG. 1. �a� Ground state total energies �cm−1� of �3He�N–Cl2�B� clusters as
a function of the cluster size for different �max and mmax values. �b� Average
He–He interaction, 
VHe–He� �cm−1�, divided by the number of He–He pairs.
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b. Convergence of pair density distributions In order to
analyze convergence properties of eigenfunction, we plotted
in Fig. 2 the probability density distributions D�cos �12�,
where cos �12=R1 ·R2 /R1R2 �i.e., the angle between the po-
sition vectors of two helium atoms� for different �max and
mmax values and N=4. The analysis of converged distribu-
tions as a function of N will be given in Sec. IV. As a con-
sequence of the “constrained” azimuthal region expanded by
the basis set with mmax=3, the distribution is dramatically
different. Much more similar distributions to the converged
case are obtained with mmax=4 and �max=8; however, only
when mmax=�max similar weights of the peak at 180° are
displayed. In general, the smaller the mmax and �max values,
the faster the decay of the probabilities as �12 approaches to
the forbidden region around 0°. For mmax=�max and N=4,
note that, as �max increases, the second local maxima are
shifted from �12�90° to 70°. Overall, the distributions for
�max=mmax=8 can be considered as well converged. In the
following we shall therefore continue our analysis using only
mmax= lmax basis sets.

We also analyzed the variation of the total angular mo-
mentum, P�L� distribution with �max. We stress here that the
basis set convergence of L-derived properties is important
since, as above mentioned, either 
L2� values or P�L� distri-
butions are used to calculate the spectrum of the distorted
dopant molecule. As an illustrative case, the distributions
associated with the lowest-energy doublet for N=3 �the 1/2�u

state� are displayed in Fig. 3. We can see that the distribu-
tions are quite similar. In fact, the maximum differences of
P�L� values with respect to the �max=9 case are only of
2.610−2, 1.110−2, and 6.8010−3 for �max=6, 7, and 8,
respectively.

2. Basis set convergence: Ground and excited cluster
states

Table I lists FCI energies of the �3He�N–Cl2�B� clusters
for different �max values. For �max=9 and N=4, we have not
attempted to realize FCI calculation for the singlet and triplet
states since the computation �Hamiltonian matrices of

�400106 of CFSs� would become too expensive. From
Table I one can notice that, regardless of the �max value,
symmetries of ground and excited states are the same for any
cluster size. By comparing the results for �max=8 and 9, we
can note that, for any symmetry and spin value, total energies
converged to within 0.07, 0.18, 0.34, and 0.59 cm−1 for N
=1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. These values represent less than
2% of the ground-state energies for any N-sized complex.
The convergence rate with respect to the �max value depends
on the state symmetry and the odd/even character of the
added �. In the N=1 case, this is clear since the eigenvectors
must conserve the parity of �. In this way, g-parity states
only contain odd � harmonics and the energies are invariant
when an even � value is added to the basis set. The He–He
interaction mixes odd and even � orbitals and the conver-
gence rate is increasingly less dependent on the odd/even
character of the added � value as N increases. By comparing
excitation energies within the �4,2� manifold for �max=8 and
9, we can note that they converged to within 0.05 cm−1 for
�max=8. On the other hand, for any number of particles, the
energy differences between the lowest-energy states of each
multiplet are less than 0.5 cm−1, showing an overall de-
crease with the basis set size.

On the whole, FCI eigenvalues and eigenvectors ob-
tained by using the �max=8 �mmax=�max� basis set can be
considered well converged. Below, unless otherwise noted,
we shall continue the discussion by focusing on the results
obtained with that basis.

B. Analysis of global energetic aspects and natural
orbital makeup

1. Global energetic aspects

a. Ground cluster states As above mentioned, con-
verged ground-state total energies show a quasilinear depen-
dence on the number of 3He atoms, as the lowest-state of the
triatomic would be occupied by N 3He atoms. As first glance,
this is appealing for two reasons. First, we are dealing with a
strong correlated system �owing to the hard-core interaction�.
Second, Fermi–Dirac statistics prevents the same one-
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particle state to be occupied by more than two 3He atoms
�Pauli principle�. Previous works for the 4He isotope
case37,38,43 also showed that ground-state energies can be
very well reproduced by the sum of those for N lowest-state
triatomics. However, note that in a bosonic system all par-
ticles are allowed to occupy the same one-particle state. Also
it is remarkable that, despite the hard-core interaction and the
fact that two isolated 3He atoms are not bound �a minimum
number of �30 He atoms is necessary for self-binding21�,
resulting average 3He– 3He interaction energies per pair �see
Fig. 1�b�� are slightly negative with values oscillating be-
tween �−0.2 and −0.4 cm−1 �for �max=8�. Moreover, we
tested that the total expectation values 
VHe–He� scale as a
power of three with N. Therefore, it appears that the incre-
ment in the total energy, owing to the occupation of triatomic
excited states, is somewhat compensated by the contribution
of � N

2
� effective bound 3He– 3He pairs. In this respect, it

should be noted that an additive model similar to that pro-
posed by Bačić et al.43 �see Sec. I� could not be applied here,
since isolated 3He– 3He pairs do not have bound states. A
further partition of the one-particle energy into kinetic, 
K�,
and He-dopant potential contributions, 
VHe–Cl2�, shows that
the expectation values 
VHe–Cl2� can be approximated to bet-

ter than a 1% to the one of N triatomics, whereas the values

K� overpass those of N triatomics by a magnitude very simi-
lar to the total, attractive, He–He contribution.

b. Excited cluster states In what follows, the states that
are invariant under reflexion on a mirror plane perpendicular
to the dopant molecular axis �z-reflexion� will be marked
with �=1 whereas those states that are antisymmetric will be
denoted with �=−1. Apart from the high degree of degen-
eracy for the lowest-energy spin states �see Table I� already
found in previous works,32,35 it is worth stressing that these
states also share very similar kinetic, He-dopant and He-He
potential energy contributions. Note also that the energy
difference between states with the same spatial symmetry
and different spin multiplicities is within only 0.6 cm−1 for
�=−1 eigenfunctions and as large as 2.50 cm−1 for �=+1
ones. For example, the 1�g / 3�g states are degenerated for
N=2. Due to the T-shaped character of the He–Cl2�B� PES,
the lowest-energy �=−1 one-particle state �the 1�u state�
has a rather high energy as compared to the ground 1�g

��=+1� state. Thus, the promotion energy from the lowest
�=+1 state to the �=−1 state varies from 4.7 cm−1 for
N=1 to 4.2 for N=2. Obviously, this picture would be sig-
nificantly different for a He-dopant potential having minima

TABLE I. FCI energies �in cm−1� of �3He�N–Cl2�B� clusters using 6��max�=mmax��9. The states are classified
according to the number of fermions �N�, the total spin �S�, and the symmetry within the D2h point group �the
corresponding D�h symmetry is indicated in parentheses�. Values in boldface correspond to the lowest-energy
states within a given �N ,S� manifold. The smallest basis-set results ��max=6� are from Ref. 35.

N S �max

�=+1 �=−1

Ag B3u /B2u B1g B1u B2g /B3g Au

1 1/2 6 �8.05 ��g� �7.43 ��u� �6.43 ��g� �3.14 ��u� �2.93 ��g� �1.39 ��u�
7 �8.05 �7.76 �6.43 �3.45 �2.93 �1.80
8 �8.20 �7.76 �6.63 �3.45 �3.08 �1.80
9 �8.20 �7.83 �6.63 �3.51 �3.08 �1.87

2 0 6 �15.84�1	g
+� �14.91�1�u� �14.81�1�g� �11.02�1	u

+� �10.86�1�g� �10.48�1	u
−�

7 �16.04 �15.31 �15.34 �11.38 �11.20 �10.87
8 �16.29 �15.50 �15.44 �11.56 �11.36 �11.04
9 �16.34 �15.61 �15.56 �11.63 �11.43 �11.15

1 6 �14.38�3�g� �15.49�3�u� �14.87�3	g
−� �11.01�3	u

+� �10.80�3�g� �10.26�3	u
−�

7 �14.54 �15.88 �15.60 �11.40 �11.18 �10.72
8 �14.94 �16.07 �15.69 �11.59 �11.34 �10.94
9 �15.02 �16.16 �15.87 �11.69 �11.43 �11.09

3 1/2 6 �22.45�2�g� �22.91�2�u� �22.45�2�g� �18.45�2	u
+� �18.29�2�g� �18.38�2	u

−�
7 �23.17 �23.59 �23.17 �19.09 �18.95 �19.08
8 �23.54 �23.95 �23.54 �19.49 �19.26 �19.39
9 �23.74 �24.15 �23.74 �19.69 �19.49 �19.58

3/2 6 �20.63�4�g� �21.75�4�u� �22.90�4	g
−� �17.81�4�u� �18.18�4�g� �18.22�4	u

−�
7 �21.72 �22.36 �23.75 �18.43 �18.98 �18.98
8 �22.25 �22.86 �24.09 �18.88 �19.34 �19.33
9 �22.59 �23.08 �24.32 �19.12 �19.59 �19.56

4 0 6 �28.74�1	g
+� �25.33�1�u� �28.42�1�g� �24.27�1�u� �24.27�1�g� �24.91�1	u

−�
7 �30.18 �27.47 �29.95 �25.58 �25.73 �26.11
8 �31.07 �28.46 �30.66 �26.40 �26.53 �26.73

1 6 �26.74�3
g� �28.61�3�u� �28.87�3	g
−� �24.35�3	u

+� �24.64�3�g� �24.38�3	u
−�

7 �28.42 �30.07 �30.32 �25.68 �25.95 �25.75
8 �29.33 �30.96 �31.09 �26.51 �26.75 �26.61

2 6 �28.13�5�g� �25.01�5�u� �28.13�5�g� �23.48�5�u� �24.15�5�g� �24.69�5	u
−�

7 �29.59 �26.77 �29.59 �24.86 �25.49 �26.05
8 �30.60 �28.52 �30.60 �25.81 �26.41 �26.92
9 �31.17 �29.11 �31.17 �26.39 �26.99 �27.44
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at both T-shaped and linear configurations. Such an analysis
is currently in progress.54 It is also worth mentioning that the
total He-dopant potential contribution can be reproduced
�within better than a 3%� to the one of N lowest-state tri-
atomics for �=+1 and the sum of N−1 lowest-state triatom-
ics and one excited triatomic in the 1�u state for �=−1
states. The He-dopant interaction is thus maximized indepen-
dently of the number of particles or state symmetry. Also,
the expectation values 
VHe–He� vary very little �less than
0.7 cm−1�.

2. Natural orbitals

Single-particle orbitals diagonalizing the first-order den-
sity matrix define the effective nuclear NOs. Table II lists the
occupation numbers � of the relevant NOs for the lowest-
energy states of the different �N ,S� manifolds. For the sake
of simplicity, we have not shown the convergence of � values
upon increasing the basis set size. We only mention that they
converged to better than a 10% of the values attained for
�max=9. Note that irrespective of the cluster size, the sum of
� values listed in Table II represents more than 99.25% of N,
while the rest is distributed among remaining NOs, as many
as 313. Again, this fact demonstrates the robustness of the
nuclear orbital approach for the helium wave function.32,35

On the other hand, the relative population in the minimal set
of NOs is as low as 90%.

Let us now consider how the relevant NOs are populated
for ground-state N-sized complexes as N increases. We no-
tice here that the relevant NOs are only slightly different
from the N=1 independent-particle eigenvectors. As an illus-
trative example, isoprobability surfaces associated with NOs
are shown in Fig. 4 for the ground-state �3He�4–Cl2�B� com-
plex. We also tabulated in Table II �second column� and Fig.
4 the energies of the independent-particle orbitals correlating
with the NOs. These energy levels are roughly rotational
energy levels of a rigid rotor on a reduced one dimensional
model implying only the azimuthal angle. Within this model,
the energy difference between the lowest 1�g��z=0� and the
excited ��z�0� independent-particle states can be approxi-
mated by Beffm

2, where Beff ��0.4 cm−1� is an effective ro-
tational constant whose value is very close to the expectation
value 
1 /2�R2� for the 1�g state. It is worth noting that,
although we are dealing with a hard-core interaction prob-
lem, the dominant configuration as well as the symmetries of

the lowest-energy states FCI wave functions are mainly de-
termined by the energetic spectrum of the N=1 independent-
particle Hamiltonian and, owing to the fermionic character of
the 3He atoms, by the Pauli exclusion principle together with
the Hund’s rules. For example, the ground and first excited
N=1 eigenstates are the 1�g ��=−8.20 cm−1� and the 1�u

��=−7.76 cm−1� ones, ground-state FCI wave functions for
N=2 �1	g

+� and N=4 �3	g
−� are dominated by �1�g�2 and

�1�g�2�1�u,x��1�u,y� configurations, respectively. Similarly,
the FCI wave functions associated with the first excited state
for N=2 �3�u� and for N=4 �1	g

+� are mainly formed by
�1�g��1�u� and �1�g

2��1�u,x�y�
2 � configurations, respectively.

As expected, the lowest-energy highest spin-multiplicity
states have the clearest dominant configurations, which is
reflected by the highest � values associated with the minimal
set of relevant NOs �equal to N�. Even in those cases, how-
ever, the � values of NOs associated with higher m values
�see Table II� are not negligible. The high multiconfigura-
tional character of the wave functions for lower spin states is
clearly demonstrated by a fact that the occupation numbers
of lowest-energy NOs are far from 2. Thus, although the
ground state for N=2 is dominated by a �1�g�2 configuration,
there are important contributions of virtual excitations from

TABLE II. NO occupation numbers, �, greater than 0.005 associated with the lowest-energy states of
�3He�N–Cl2�B� clusters at each �N ,S� manifold �using �max�=mmax�=8�. First column indicates D�h symmetries
of the NOs ��z is the orbital angular momentum projection on the Z axis� whereas orbital energies, �, are
tabulated in the second column.

��z�
�

�cm−1�

� �NO occupation numbers� �N ,S�

�2,0� �2,1� �3,1/2� �3,3/2� �4,0� �4,1� �4,2�

1�g�0� �8.20 1.54 0.99 1.26 0.98 0.96 1.16 0.96
1�u��1� �7.76 0.39 0.99 1.42 1.90 1.97 1.75 1.83
1�g��2� �6.63 0.06 0.01 0.26 0.04 0.77 0.77 0.96
1�u��3� �4.64 0.04 0.05 0.17 0.22 0.13
1�g��4� �2.05 0.01 0.02 0.09 0.06 0.08
1�u��5� �0.09 0.02 0.02 0.02

g
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FIG. 4. Representation of relevant NO isoprobability surfaces of the ground
state �3He�4–Cl2�B� complex �3	u

− state� using �max=8 �mmax=�max�. NO
occupation numbers, �, and single-particle energies of the corresponding
N=1 eigenstates are also shown. The position of the Cl atoms are indicated
by small green balls. Purple and green colors indicate positive and negative
lobes of the orbitals, respectively. The probability values have been selected
to be the half of the maximum value attained at each NO.
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the 1�g NO to the 1�u and 1�g orbitals. Indeed, as the cluster
size increases, � values of the 1�g NO for states comprising
�1�g�2 configurations in the dominant reference state become
close to one �see, for example, � values in Fig. 4�.

C. Analysis of one- and two-body density distributions

1. One-body density distributions

In Fig. 5 we present the angular and radial �inset panel�
helium density distributions around the dopant molecule. As
above, the states that are invariant under reflexion with re-
spect to z-inversion are marked with �=1. The ground and
low lying excited states belong to this class. As can be ex-
pected from the strong anisotropy of the He–Cl2 potential
�with a minimum at a T-shaped geometry� and small cluster
sizes, the local angular density near the impurity is fairly
structured and it clearly peaks around �=90° �i.e., at a
T-shaped configuration�. We can see from the inset in Fig. 5
that the radial helium density distributions of these states
become more diffuse and more biased toward larger R dis-
tances as the cluster size increases. On the other hand, the
distributions associated with N=1 antisymmetric eigenstates,
�=−1, have two side peaks at ��60° and 120° in the angu-
lar density and a peak shifted toward larger R distances in the
radial density. The density near the Cl2 polar regions is neg-
ligible even for the lowest-energy �=−1 states. In fact, the
spatial structure of the relevant �=−1 orbitals resembles the
two lateral rings around the dopant molecule as in Ref. 41.
The larger the cluster size, the smaller the relative weights of
�=−1 orbitals in the FCI wave functions and therefore the
above mentioned two-side-peaked structure for N=1 is less
pronounced for N=2 and is not present at all for N=3 and 4.
Also, the peak in the corresponding radial distributions be-
comes less shifted as the cluster size increases. As expected,
the global picture emerging from the analysis of one-particle
distributions is not different from that presented in previous
studies of small ground-state �4He�N–Cl2 clusters,37,38,40,41,43

using pairwise-model potentials to characterize the global

PES, and a semiempirical T-shaped PES to describe the
He–Cl2 interaction. Overall, due to the floppiness of the sys-
tem, the distributions are rather broad �both radial and angu-
lar�, with helium atoms located on a wide ring-shaped region
around the dopant molecular axis.

2. Two-body density distributions

In Fig. 6, we plot the two-particle density distributions
as a function of the relative angle, �12, for different cluster
sizes. For N=2, it shows a maximum at �12=180° and a
shoulder at �12�70°. The global maximum at �12=180° is
present for larger cluster sizes while the shoulder becomes
more pronounced for N=3 and transforms into a true maxi-
mum for N=4. In Fig. 7, we show the two-particle density
distribution as a function of the interparticle distance, R12, in
the lowest-energy states of �3He�N–Cl2 clusters for each
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�N ,S� manifold. We can notice that the density decay to zero
just before the He–He interaction turns out to be repulsive.
Interestingly, the pair probabilities are almost insensitive to
the spin symmetry of the lowest-energy states. They have
their maxima at about R12=2Req, with Req being the He–Cl2
equilibrium distance on the lowest one-particle states �see
inset of Fig. 5�. One can also distinguish a shoulder that
becomes increasingly more pronounced as the cluster size
increases, correlating with the feature at �12=70° in the an-
gular distributions from Fig. 6. Consequently, the shoulders
are approximately located at R12=2Req sin��12 /2�. We be-
lieve that these secondary structures are responsible for the
resulting negative average He–He interaction �see Fig. 1�b��.
In fact, as can be clearly seen from the pair density distribu-
tion for N=4 in Fig. 7, the secondary maximum enters into
the minimum region of the He–He potential energy curve
before overshooting its repulsive core. In order to render
clearer the origin of the shoulder in the distributions, we
performed additional calculations for N=3 with the He–He
potential multiplied by 5 �inset of Fig. 7�. If the shoulder at
small R12 is caused by the attractive region of the He–He
potential, it would be obviously more accentuated when a
potential with a deeper He–He well depth is used whereas
the relative weight of the maximum at large R12 should de-
crease. In fact, as can be clearly seen from the inset of Fig. 6,
this is indeed the case. Interestingly, D�R12� distributions
peaking in the He–He well region and a global attractive
He–He interaction �from �0.2 to −0.8 cm−1� were already
obtained by Barletta et al.55 for �3He�2–SF6 trimer using also
a wave-function-based method. Indeed, the distributions re-
ported in their work were peaked at a value �4 Å which is
not far from the location of the secondary feature for N=4 in
Fig. 7, the average �12 values �from 70° to 80°� being also
close to the position of the shoulder or local maximum of
D�cos �12�, see Fig. 6.

3. Global structures

From the analysis of one- and two-particle density dis-
tributions, in agreement with previous studies of the
�4He2�–Cl2 complex in its ground state,37,38 it is predicted
that the most stable structure for a �3He2�–Cl2 cluster is
planar with two He atoms located on the equatorial plane
perpendicular to the Cl2 molecular axis and at opposite ends
of a vector of length 2Req passing through the dopant center
of mass. However, the probability of a distorted tetrahedral
structure, which correlates with the shoulder in the pair den-
sity distribution, is not negligible. The most stable structure
for either ground-state �3He3�–Cl2 or �3He4�–Cl2 com-
plexes, in which the 3He atoms occupy unequivalent posi-
tions around the dopant within the equatorial ring plane, de-
parts from the classical picture for �4He�N–Cl2 and
�4He�N–Br2 complexes, the 4He atoms being approximately
equally spaced on the ring.31,42 In contrast, the present results
for N=4 fermions indicate the structural pairing of two 3He
atoms at opposite sides on a broad belt around the dopant,
executing a sort of asymmetric umbrella motion. This pairing
is a compromise between maximizing their mutual attraction,
the one with Cl2, and suppressing at the same time the hard-
core repulsion. We remark that this structural pairing should

not be confused with the spin-triplet pairing in liquid 3He
�see, e.g., Ref. 56�. Overall, although the attractive region of
the He-He potential is very shallow �about −7.5 cm−1�, its
contribution increasingly affects the pair density distributions
as the cluster grows in size. This could be easily understood
by considering that, at least for small clusters, the contribu-
tion from the average attractive He–He potential interaction
scales as � N

2
� whereas the contribution of the He-dopant po-

tential interaction grows linearly with N.
Actually, we found that the per-pair averaged He–He

attraction slightly �linearly� increases going from N=2 to N
=4. This behavior is expected for larger N values �before
filling the equatorial belt around the dopant�. In principle,
due to the screening and saturation effects, this per-pair at-
traction should scale as N−1 when the cluster size becomes
very large. In fact, we are still very far from the bulk regime
�see, e.g., Ref. 10� in which the evaporation energy is
�1.7 cm−1 �to be compared with about 8 cm−1 for the total
energy per particle in our case�.

D. Global analysis of the FCI wave-function structure

We found that a good representation of the FCI wave
function is obtained by using cylindric coordinates and one-
particle orbitals that can be expressed as

�v�vzm
�x,y,z� =

1
��

ov�vz
��,z�

1
�2�

eım�.

The in-plane orbitals o are labeled using the quantum num-
bers v� and vz corresponding to vibrations along � and z,
respectively.

We first consider the states symmetric with respect to z
inversion, �=+1, �	g ,�u ,�g ,¯�. They are formed from
N-times occupied lowest in-plane orbital �0,0� and thus the
�� ,z� part will be denoted as �0,0�N. Antisymmetric-in-z
states, �=−1, �	u ,�g ,�u ,¯� correspond to one excited vi-
bration along z and thus will be denoted as �0,0�N−1�0,1�.

For a fixed �� ,z� part, the angular wave function
can be represented as a sum of angular factors �i=1

N eimi�i

�i=1, . . . ,N�. Table III collects the results of such a model,
for N=2–4, displaying individual terms as well as their
weights in the total FCI wave function. Since the tails of the
wave functions for N=4 are quite long, this analysis is much
more complex and only two examples are given. In order to
illustrate this analysis, we plot in Fig. 8 radial He–He pair
density distributions, D�R12�, for ground and excited states of
the complexes.

Assuming the He–He potential contribution to be a con-
stant within a given �� ,z� manifold �based on the very simi-
lar distributions from Fig. 8 and also on the rather close
expectation values 
VHe–He��, the energy differences with re-
spect to the lowest-energy state can be approximated as the
difference in kinetic energy,

�Eest = Beff�
mi
2�exc − 
mi

2�0� ,

where 
mi
2�=�IwI��imI,i

2 �, the “exc” and “0” subscripts de-
noting averages over the excited and lowest-energy states,
respectively.
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The one-particle rotational constant, Beff, has been as-
sumed to be 0.4 cm−1. We can notice that this simple ap-
proximation provides accuracy for excitation energies within
2.5% for all cluster sizes. Focusing on N=2 and N=3 com-
plex sizes, the discrepancies between estimated and exact
values are less than 0.2 cm−1, the larger ones ��0.1 cm−1�
obviously corresponding to states having different pair-
density distributions as a function of the He–He distance �see
Fig. 8�.

For N=4, the underestimation of the energy difference
between the 5�g and 5� states is mostly due to the fact that
the configurations displayed in Table III only account for
90% of the wave-function norm, other contributing configu-
rations having very high mi values ��4� and raising the �Eest

value.
To demonstrate that these mi�4 contributing configura-

tions are relevant in determining the total energies and global
structures for N=4, we performed additional calculations
with a basis set characterized by �max=9 and mmax=4. The
results of these calculations are as follows: the energy of the
ground state is underestimated by about 3.5 cm−1 �with re-
spect to the mmax=�max case� and its angular pair density
distribution is clearly peaked at �12=90° and 180°. Also, we
can notice that the energy underestimation is of the same
order of magnitude as the total attractive contribution com-
ing from six pairs of He atoms with an average He–He en-
ergy of −0.4 cm−1.

The important conclusion from this wave-function
analysis is that, in spite of very long �� ,m� tails, the in-plane
�� ,z� part of the wave function is essentially the same for all
its components, being a product of well-defined single-
particle orbitals. These orbitals are very close to the eigen-
functions of the two-dimensional in-plane one-particle op-
erator. This suggests the use of an alternative basis for the
full-CI approach; with just one or very few orbital �� ,z�
configurations, and a very large �m� basis, we hope to repro-
duce the results of the very big full-CI calculations presented
in this work. The bottleneck of such a treatment is the much
more involved evaluation of two-electron integrals. Work is
in progress to implement such an approach. The use of this
basis would allow a deeper analysis of the wave-function
structure as well as the calculation of clusters with N�5.

TABLE III. Decomposition of symmetric-in-z FCI wave functions in terms
of configurations expressed as the products �i=1

N eimi�i �i=1, . . . ,N�. Weights
of individual �m1 ,m2 ,¯� configurations in the total wave functions, w, FCI
energy differences with respect to the lowest-energy state within each N
manifold, �EFCI, and estimated values �see text�, �Eest, are also indicated.
Energies are in cm−1.

State �m1 ,m2 , . . .� w �EFCI �Eest

N=2
1	g

+ �0,0� 0.8 0 0
�1,�1� 0.2

3�u �1,0� 1.0 0.18 0.24
3	g

− �1,�1� 1.0 0.47 0.64
1�u �1,0� 0.8 0.73 0.56

�2,�1� 0.2
1�g �1,1� 0.8 0.78 0.80

�2,0� 0.2
3�g �2,0� 1.0 1.32 1.44

N=3
4	g

− �1,�1,0� 1.0 0 0
2�u �1,0,0� 0.5 0.17 0.20

�1,�1,1� 0.33
�2,�1,0� 0.17

2�g �1,1,0� 0.5 0.58 0.60
�2,0,0� 0.25

�2,1,�1� 0.25
4�u �2,1,0� 1.0 1.24 1.20
4�g �2,1,�1� 1.0 1.73 1.60

N=4
5�g �2,1,�1,0� 1.0 0 0
5�u �2,�2,1,0� 0.17 2.06 1.80

�3,�3,1,0� 0.11
�3,2,�4,0� 0.07

�3,1,�2,�1� 0.03
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FIG. 8. Two-body density distributions as a function of the He–He distance,
D�R12�, in the ground and excited states of �3He�N–Cl2�B� clusters �using
�max=8 �mmax=�max��.
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE
PROSPECTS

The improvements of our optimized FCI
implementation32 to calculate solvent ground and excited-
state energies and wave functions in small doped 3HeN clus-
ters have been described. The enhanced treatment has been
applied to complexes containing Cl2�B� as dopant, using a
highly anisotropic model T-shaped PES to describe the He-
dopant interaction. The main conclusions of this study can be
summarized as follows:

�1� The analysis of the convergence of total binding and
average pair He–He interaction energies and relevant
one- and two-body properties upon increasing the an-
gular part of the basis set �expanded in spherical har-
monics Ym�� indicates that saturated functions �mmax

=�max� with very high one-particle angular momentum
values are required to get reliable results, owing to the
high-anisotropic degree of the He–Cl2 interaction �high
�max values are necessary to represent localized-in-� or-
bitals�, and both the strongly repulsive core and weak
attractive region of the He–He potential �high mmax val-
ues are essential to describe the long tails of the wave
functions�.

�2� Converged binding energies show a quasilinear depen-
dence on the cluster size, in agreement to previous re-
sults for the �4He�N–Cl2 clusters. The global analysis
reveals that this particular behavior arises from the very
delicate balance between the progressively more repul-
sive one-particle kinetic energy, due to the filling of
rotational excited one-particle levels of the triatomic,
and the increasingly more attractive contribution be-
tween � N

2
� pairs of 3He atoms as N increases, the He-

dopant interaction also scaling linearly with N.
�3� Pair radial density distributions display a shoulder

when reaching the well region of the He–He potential,
which falls off before overshooting its repulsive hard
core. As a result, average 
VHe–He� values per He–He
pair are negative �from �0.2 to −0.5 cm−1�, showing a
linear scaling with N. For N=3 and 4, ground and ex-
cited state pair density distributions are very similar.

�4� In agreement with previous results on �4He�2–Cl2 com-
plexes, the most stable structure is planar, with the Cl2
center of mass in the middle of the two He atoms,
which reside on an equatorial ring around the dopant.
For N=4, the analysis of the density distributions sug-
gests a favored structure with two 3He “pairs” at oppo-
site sides in a broad equatorial ring around the dopant
molecule, departing from the global ground-state struc-
ture of N 4He atoms equally spaced around the dopant
within the equatorial plane in �4He�N–Cl2 complexes.31

As found in the 3He2–SF6 trimer,55 the attractive part
of the He–He potential is also relevant to determine the
more favored spatial arrangements in these clusters.

�5� The quantitative analysis of the configurational makeup
of FCI wave functions strongly indicates the robustness
of its decomposition in terms of a single configuration,
depending on the cylindrical coordinates ��i ,zi�, and of

a sum over basis-set configurations expressed as the
products: �i=1

N eimi�i �i=1, . . . ,N�.

It is also worth recalling that the conclusions reached in
our previous works using relatively small basis sets32,35

�stressing the efficiency of the JD iterative solver in hard-
core interaction problems, the high degree of degeneracy at-
tained by the lowest-energy spin multiplets, and the robust-
ness of the nuclear orbital approach� are still valid.
Considering the high degeneracy of energy levels, we gained
further insight by proving that the lowest-energy states at
each �N ,S� manifold have almost identical pair density dis-
tributions, the effective He–He interaction being thus quite
similar. In a forthcoming work,54 we will analyze the influ-
ence of using either a semiempirical model T-shaped
He–Cl2�X� potential or an ab initio one with minima at
T-shaped and linear configurations, visualizing how energetic
and structural aspects of the helium environment are re-
flected in the rovibrational spectra of the dopant.

Obvious directions for future work include the extension
of the FCI treatment to study small doped 4He and mixed
4He / 3He clusters and to incorporate into the calculations the
nonadiabatic interaction induced by the overall dopant-
molecule rotation.57 In addition, the present study provided
the hints for devising a more cost-effective FCI implementa-
tion through the expansion of the basis set in terms of opti-
mized two-dimensional �� ,z� functions �using N=1 eigen-
functions� and the standard e−im� ones. It is also worth noting
that, apart from the lowest-energy highest spin states, the
high multireference character of the wave function together
with an increasing contribution of “dynamical correlation”
accounting for its short-range structure as the cluster grows
in size, prevents from using less expensive high-level ab
initio electronic structure methods without sacrificing the
hard-core region of the He–He potential. Taking advantage
of the single-reference character of the lowest-energy highest
spin-states wave functions, however, it seems affordable to
apply coupled-cluster methods58,59 to calculate them. A com-
promise between precision and cost efficiency could be
reached in the spirit of density-functional-based embedding
approaches first proposed by Wesolowski and Washell60 in
the framework of electronic structure problems. In this re-
gard, the recent work by Barranco and co-workers10,61 on
mixed He nanodroplets by their developed DFT approach,
which is tailored to match the bulk He regime, is particularly
reassuring. Work along these lines is currently in progress.

Finally, besides accurately describing the ground and ex-
cited states of small doped helium clusters, benchmark FCI
nuclear orbital calculations may help shed light on the defi-
nition of the nodal trial function in fixed-node diffusion
Monte Carlo simulations,62 which is an active area of re-
search in the study of pure and doped He clusters or, in
general, in the field of weakly bound complexes.20 Alterna-
tively, the FCI method could serve to test novel Monte Carlo
approaches for 3He clusters without a priori information of
the nodal structure of the wave function as the newly one
proposed in the framework of electronic structure
problems.63
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF TWO-PARTICLE
PROPERTIES

The calculation of 
L̂2� is based on the resolution of
identity �RI�:


0�ÂB̂�0� = �
I


0�Â�I�
I�B̂�0� , �A1�

where Â= B̂= L̂. In principle, this relation is exact when a
complete, infinite, expansion is used. For any finite set, like
FCI, this RI is only an approximation. However, if one-

particle basis is closed under the action of the operators Â

and B̂, the corresponding multiconfigurational basis ��I�� will
also be closed, and then the finite sum in RI will give the
exact answer. This is the case for the angular momentum

operator L̂ and one-electron basis of the type Rn�r�Ylm�� ,��,
provided that mmax= lmax.

The implementation of RI can be done efficiently. If we
write the reference state as �0�=�ICI

0�I�, we can define, using
RI,

�B̂0� = �
I

�I�
I�B̂�0� � �
I

CI
B̂0�I� . �A2�

The evaluation of the coefficients CI
B̂0 is equivalent to the

action of a one-particle operator and can be implemented
very efficiently using our FCI techniques. The needed time/
memory is negligible compared to the FCI calculation itself.
Once these coefficients are evaluated and stored, we can

easily calculate all required matrix elements �e.g., 
0�B̂�0�
=�ICI

0�CI
B̂0 and 
0�ÂB̂�0�=�ICI

Â†0�CI
B̂0�.

APPENDIX B: METHOD FOR ANGULAR MOMENTUM
PROJECTION

Since our implementation includes an algorithm to apply

the operator L̂ to the FCI wave function �provided that
mmax= jmax�, its further projection to a wave function with a

given eigenvalue of L̂2 �equal to L�L+1�� is straightforward,
using standard discrete operator projector:

P̂L = �
��L

L̂2 − ��� + 1�
L�L + 1� − ��� + 1�

, �B1�

where the product is taken over all possible eigenvalues of

L̂2 different from L�L+1�.
Here, in order to develop a stable numerical implemen-

tation, some attention should be paid to the order in which

different � projections are applied in Eq. �B1�. Our algorithm
recurrently checks for the � component having largest
weight in the residual wave function and projects it out.

APPENDIX C: EVALUATION OF PAIR DENSITY
DISTRIBUTIONS

In order to evaluate the angular pair density distribu-
tions, D�cos �12�, we assume an expansion in Legendre
polynomials,37

D�cos �12� = �
�

d�P��cos �12� , �C1�

where

d� =
2� + 1

2 �
n1�1m1

�
n2�2m2

�
n1��1�m1�

�
n2��2�m2�


�n1�1m1�,�n2�2m2�;�n1��1�m1��,�n2�l2�m2��


��n1�1m1���n2�2m2��P��cos �12����n1��1�m1����n2�l2�m2��� ,

�C2�


ij;kl being the standard second-order reduced density matrix.
Taking into account the “spherical harmonic addition” theo-
rem and evaluating the integral over three spherical
harmonics,64 the 
¯ � integral from Eq. �C2� can be ex-
pressed as


��n1�1m1���n2�2m2��P��cos �12����n1��1�m1����n2�l2�m2���

= �n1,n1�
�n2,n2�

�− 1�m1−m2��m1+m2,m1�+m2�

��2�1 + 1��2�2 + 1��2�1� + 1��2�2� + 1���1 � �1�

0 0 0
�

� �1 � �1�

− m1 m1 − m1� m1�
���2 � �2�

0 0 0
�

� �2 � �2�

− m2 m2 − m2� m2�
� . �C3�

Evaluation of the radial pair density distributions, D�R12�, is
performed by first fixing R1 and R2 values and getting
d��R1 ,R2� coefficients. To calculate these expansion coeffi-
cients, it is only important to realize that the product
�n1,n1�

�n2,n2�
from Eq. �C3� should be replaced by

�n1,n1�,n2,n2�
�Fn1

2 �R1�Fn1�
2 �R1�Fn2

2 �R2�Fn2�
2 �R2��. Hereafter, using

the relation cos �12= �R1
2+R2

2−R12
2 � / �2R1R2� and the Jacobian

of the transformation from �R1 ,R2 ,��→ �R1 ,R2 ,R12�, the
distribution on R12 is given by

D�R12� = �
�

�� � dR1dR2
R12

R1R2
d��R1,R2��P��cos �12� ,

�C4�

where the integration dR1dR2�¯ � has been performed by
employing a Gauss–Legendre quadrature procedure.
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